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“It was so different from other divorced families who
remarry and the kids are the afterthoughts. We were the

wildly fun and festive. At the introductions, the deejay hon-

see Mark and Ann
together.They’re a hoot.
They’re a couple in love
still. I remember one
Awards Weekend when
he got down on one
knee and gave her roses.
It was her twentieth year
at the company. In every
setting Ann just breaks
the ice with everyone.
They’re real. Really real
and no pretense, just
down-to-earth.”

ored the children in a special way. As he introduced them, a

KA RE N H OJ D A , who

video parody of The Brady Bunch, the popular 1970s televi-

joined in 2001 and is

sion series about a blended family, played behind them. Each
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of the Baiada family members’ photos appeared in a different
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square, just like the opening montage of the TV show. The

Management, Burlington,

Baiada Bunch, as they love to refer to themselves, was born.

New Jersey

first priority,” says Christin. “It wasn’t about just the two of
them at all.”
Together, they agreed on a wedding date: July 28, 1991.
In true Baiada and BAYADA fashion, the wedding was all
about family. A total of 476 people were in attendance,
mostly Baiada and Claffey family members as well as many
in the BAYADA Nurses family. In fact, the event was threefold: a wedding, a company party, and a family reunion.
At the time, BAYADA held quarterly company parties. It so
happened the wedding fell at the end of the quarter, so all
of the office employees were invited. The annual reunion of
A BOV E: Attended by 476 guests, Mark and Ann’s reception served as a wedding

the extended Baiada family usually took place at that time

celebration, a company party, and a family reunion.

of year, too, at the Jersey shore, so Mark’s large family was

B E LOW: Ann’s sister Carolyn Meyers, a BAYADA Nurse, posed with their father,

already going to be in town as well.

James Claffey, for company marketing materials in the 1990s. Their mother,
Edith, also appeared in some photos. It was Mark’s idea to use them as models,
partly because he is famously thrifty, but also as a loving gesture to Ann and
his in-laws.

“I wish everyone could

Much like company parties, the wedding reception was

After the wedding, Mark and Ann headed for their
honeymoon in Avalon, New Jersey, where they were joined
by 76 family members from both sides. Their “romantic getaway” actually took place at the site of the weekend-long
Baiada family reunion. “That was my first clue what my life
was going to be like,” says Ann with a chuckle.

